TV Set-Up Instructions

Connecting a laptop to the TV Monitor

You can use the TV monitor as a second computer monitor by connecting it to your laptop. Once you have done this, you can use the TV monitor to practice PowerPoint presentations or watch a DVD.

**Connecting a laptop to the TV Monitor:**

1. Turn on the TV monitor.
2. Turn on your laptop.
3. Connect the video cable from the wall to your laptop (this is the wider 15 pin VGA cable).

   **Note for Mac laptops:** If you wish to connect a Mac laptop to the TV monitor, you will need a VGA adapter. VGA adapters can be signed out at the Library Services Desk.

4. Connect the audio cable which is attached to the VGA cable to the headphone jack of your laptop.
5. Select the PC input channel on the TV Monitor.

**Disconnecting a laptop from the TV monitor:**

To disconnect a laptop from the TV monitor, remove both the VGA cable and the audio cable from the laptop. Once you have done this, please turn the TV monitor off and hang the cables on the hook next to the monitor or place them on the ground out of the way of chairs.
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